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Abstract 
This work is part of a project aiming to define a methodology for building simple but robust stemmers, without having 
knowledge of the stemmer’s target language. The methodology starts with a very simple primary stemmer that is applied in 
some collection of words and returns the corresponding stems. The primary stemmer removes always the longest suffix that 
match the ending of the examined word. Next, Information Retrieval (IR) experts express their arguments against the results of 
the primary stemmer. This methodology allows the creation of a number of consecutive trial stemmers that gradually conform 
increasingly to the arguments expressed by the IR experts. Here, we are giving attention to the attributes and the adjusted 
characteristics/options that are available to the responsible person for building the consecutive trial stemmers and finally 
creating the best trial (the stemmer that respects as much as possible the arguments against the primary stemmer). 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the 3rd International Conference on Integrated Information. 
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1. Introduction 
Stemmers are modules used in various text processing tasks, including search engines, document/text 
summarizers, document/text classifiers, etc. Stemmers provide normalized forms of words in order to handle as one 
attribute (of the documents collection) all the inflected word-forms existing in documents for the same word. An 
alternative solution for the same purpose is the usage of lemmatizers that conflate a set of words in their 
etymological root. However, lemmatizers are demanding extended resources, not always available. Stemmers are 
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algorithmic approaches, using minimal resources, that elaborate suffix replacement (or suffix removal) and conflate 
all the inflected forms of words (usually) in a single stem. Stems are not (almost never) well formed words but, for 
the mentioned applications, this is not a problem. A study of the different Stemming algorithms that also describes 
the differences with Lemmatizers has been presented (Anjali Ganesh Jivani, 2011). 
The domain of interest (in this paper) is the creation of a stemmer, when the development team does not have 
knowledge of the target language of stemmer (the language used in the documents where the stemmer is going to 
be applied). A relevant idea that uses the Automorphology (an algorithm for automatic and unsupervised 
morphological analysis of a corpus of natural language) for the creation of a stem file that associates terms with 
their stem has been presented (Goldsmith, Higgins and Soglasnova, 2000). Another approach for building a (suffix-
based) stemmer for a highly inflectional language (Serbian) has been reported (Vlado Keselj and Danko Sipka, 
2008). Another approach that can be applied in either prefix or suffix removal has been reported (Hammarström, 
Harald, 2006). 
Our approach requires two resources: a) a list of available suffixes used in the target language and b) a test set of 
words in the target language with their translations in the native language of the experts. Both resources can be 
easily constructed by speakers of both languages (target language and experts’ native language). Speakers of both 
languages are not needed to have any especial education. They should have high school level for both languages. 
This knowledge is enough, in order to translate words and compose a list of suffixes on the base of some grammar 
books (for the target language). The approach assumes (and the current implementation provides) a very simple 
(primary) stemmer that provides stems by simply removing the longer suffix that match with a given word. 
Consequently, experts express their arguments regarding the results of the primary stemmer. The final step is a 
trial and error approach that permits to an IR (information retrieval) expert to dynamically construct a better 
stemmer, without coding even a single line of code. In the following section, we are going to explain further the 
base of our approach. The third section focuses to the attributes and the adjusted characteristics/options that are 
available to the responsible person for building the best trial (the stemmer that respects as much as possible the 
arguments against the primary stemmer). Final section concludes this work and expresses the further needed effort 
for completing our methodology. 
2. The Base of our Approach 
The first requirement (first resource) is a list of suffixes used in the target language. As it is described in the 
previous section, the primary stemmer is applied on every test set word. The result is a list of couples, where each 
couple contains the original word (in their inflected form) and the stem. Stems are truncated words (the longest 
suffix that matches the word’s ending is removed). Next, sorting (on the base of word) is applied. The result is a 
sorted list having unique couples. The translation of words to the experts’ native language, results to a sorted list of 
triplets (word, stem, word’s translation). This is the second resource, in our approach. 
The obligation of the experts is to declare their arguments (the cases where they disagree with the result of the 
primary stemmer). The arguments can have the following three forms: 
• a set of consecutive triplets should have a common stem (CS) but the primary stemmer resulted more than one 
stems (in the following: #1 arguments). 
• the primary stemmer resulted a common stem for a set of consecutive triplets but this is wrong, different stems 
(DS) should be provided (in the following: #2 arguments). 
• both of the above. Expert was expecting a DS characterized set of triplets, subdivided into CS characterized 
subsets of triplets (in the following: #3 arguments). 
The following are examples of the mentioned three cases of argumentation (Words are in the Albanian language 
and Translations are in the Greek language): 
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Ref. num Word Stem Translation Argument 
1489 HIMARË HIM οι ύμνοι 
CS (HIM) 
1490 HIMNET HIMN των υμνών 
1491 HIMNI HIM ο ύμνος 
1492 HIMNIN HIM τον ύμνο 
1493 HIMNIT HIM του ύμνου 
 
Ref. num Word Stem Translation Argument 
1963 KOSTA KOST όνομα ανθρώπου DS 
1964 KOSTON KOST κοστίζει 
 
Ref. 
num Word Stem Translation Argument 
3172 PËRBEHEJ  PËRBE αποτελείται 
DS 
CS1 
3173 PËRBËJNË PËRBË αποτελούνται 
3174 PËRBËN PËRB αποτελεί 
3175 PËRBËNTE PËRBË αποτελούσε 
3176 PËRBËRË PËRBËR αποτελείται 
3177 PËRBËRJE PËRBËR σύνθεση CS2 
3178 PËRBËRJEN PËRBËR η σύνθεση 
 
In cases where there are no such arguments, the experts do not declare anything. It is a passive acceptance of the 
primary stemmer’s result. Actually, the experts intervene only in cases that the primary stemmer provides wrong 
results (conflate different words to a single or discriminate similar words). 
In order to systematically and formally declare the experts arguments, we have designed a relational database. 
This database also persist the results (the stems produced) by any trial stemmer and supports the matching 
algorithm that measures the conformation factor between trial stemmer’s results and experts’ arguments 
(Karanikolas, 2013). 
3. Stemmer Configuration 
There are two main approaches for building stemmers: Rule-Based and Dictionary-Based stemmers. Dictionary-
Based stemmers match every document’s (or query’s) word against the entries of a digitalized dictionary. The 
digitalized dictionary contains words in their inflected form together with the corresponding normalized form. This 
direct method of word normalization seems adequate for restricted domains (using small subsets of a language). 
However, it is inadequate to deal with unrestricted domains (using the whole repertoire of a language’s words) and 
this is worst when dealing with heavily inflected languages. Thus, our approach is a Rule-Based (Algorithmic) 
approach. 
There are a lot of examples of Rule-Based stemmers: Porter’s 1980 (Porter, 1980), Ntais’ 2006 (Ntais, 2006), 
Kalamboukis’ 1995 (Kalamboukis and Nikolaidis, 1995), Karanikolas’ 2009 (Karanikolas, 2009). Rule-Based 
stemmers elaborate a set of rules that remove (or replace) suffixes under some conditions. However, there are 
different levels of granularity (steps) for applying the rules. The Ntais’ stemmer (Ntais, 2006) uses a set of 158 
suffixes (grouped into 22 rules) and applies the suitable rule in a single level. The Kalamboukis’ stemmer 
(Kalamboukis and Nikolaidis, 1995) removes totally 65 suffixes in a two levels approach. In the first level the 
suitable suffix (from the subset of inflectional suffixes) is removed. In the second level the suitable suffix (from the 
subset of derivational suffixes) is removed. Derivational suffixes are distinguished between noun's, adjective's and 
verb's suffixes. The Porter’s stemmer (Porter, 1980) is more granular and it uses file levels. Except the above-
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published stemmers, there is another elder Greek stemmer (nnk's stemmer), incorporated to some commercial 
(Moumouris, 1995) and some research (Karanikolas, 2007; Karanikolas and Skourlas, 2010) applications. This 
stemmer uses a large number of suffixes and it elaborates the suffix removal (or replacement) in six iterations 
(levels). Our experience and/or study of the above mentioned stemmers gave us the opportunity to abstract the 
Rule-Based stemming process and define three levels of granularity (for removing or replacing suffixes) that could 
be used in many languages. These three levels (steps) can apply almost in every case, even when the engaged 
experts (for defining/building the stemmer) does not have knowledge of the target language. Moreover, we have 
found out the conditions that could be optionally checked in order to permit or prohibit the application of a suffix 
removal or replacement. Before detailing the steps and the optional conditions of our Rule-Based stemming 
process, we will explain what are the Couples used in languages. 
Couples are two consecutive letters have a special acting. The phrase “special acting” express a lot of situations. 
One situation is when the two consequtive letters are pronounced sometimes with one phoneme and some other 
times with two phonemes. For example, the Greek language uses the couple “ου” that sometimes sound as /u/ (for 
example the word “πουρνάρι” is pronounced /purnari/, the phonetic transcription is according to the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)) and some other times sound as /oj/ (for example the word “προϋπόθεση” pronounced 
/projpoθesi/). Another situation is when a sequence of two consonants is pronounced as one phoneme. For 
example, the Greek language uses the couple “μπ” that sounds as /b/ (Help:IPA for Greek). We can mention the 
word “μπαίνω” that is pronounced /beno/. Another example of the second situation is the couple “dh” of the 
Albanian language that sounds as /ð/ (Help:IPA for Albanian), it sounds like the phoneme that corresponds to the 
greek letter “δ”. A third situation is couples used for “fat” or “dragged”/“stretched” sounds. For example, the 
Albanian language uses the couple “rr” that sounds as a continuation of /r/ and the couple “ll” that sounds as a fat 
/l/. 
3.1. Algorithm 
The first step (level) of the algorithm removes the longest suffix that matches the ending of the examined word. 
The second step (level) of the algorithm removes the longest suffix that matches the already stemmed (by the 
first level) form of the examined word. There is a mandatory condition that after removal, the remaining part of 
word contains the VCVCVC pattern (where V is a sequence of one or more vowels and C is a sequence of one or 
more consonants). 
The third step (level) of the algorithm keeps only the first of a sequence of multiple ending consonants. This 
step is applied in the already stemmed (by the second level) form of the examined word. There is a mandatory 
condition that the removed letter (consonant) and the previous one do not constitute a Couple. 
3.2. Optional Conditions and Parameters 
Optional Conditions in first step: 
• Active Suffix condition (per suffix). Suffixes marked as inactive are not checked and consequently are not 
candidate for removal. 
• At Least Remain Letters arithmetic parameter. A suffix removal is permitted only when the remaining word 
part contains a number of letters which is equal or greater than the parameter’s value.  
• One VC optional condition. If enabled, a suffix removal is permitted only when the remaining word part 
contains at least one VC pattern (where V is a sequence of one or more vowels and C is a sequence of one or 
more consonants). Otherwise, it doesn’t matter if no one VC remains after suffix removal. 
• Split Couples optional condition. If disabled, a suffix removal is permitted only when the last letter of the 
remaining word part followed by the first letter of the suffix being removed do not constitute a Couple. 
Otherwise, the suffix is removed without checking if a Couple is split. 
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Optional Conditions in second step: 
• More than the mandatory condition (remaining part contains the VCVCVC pattern), the same, with the first 
step, optional conditions apply. 
Optional Conditions in third step: 
• At Least Remain Letters arithmetic parameter. 
 
Fig. 1. Handlers for conditions/parameters that configure the trial Stemmer 
3.3. The interface (Handlers for Optional Conditions and Parameters) 
So far, we have seen that there are two globally configured (enabled/disabled) conditions (One VC and Split 
Couples), one globally configured arithmetic parameter (At Least Remain Letters) and one locally (per suffix) 
configured condition (Active Suffix). These conditions / parameters are configured by users (engaged experts that 
define the stemmer). The handlers for these conditions/parameters are provided through a GUI interface presented 
in figure 1. As it can be seen by figure 1, the user can also enable/disable the whole second step (using the check 
box labeled “2nd suffix removal (if VCVCVC)”) and also enable/disable the whole third step (using the check box 
labeled “Remove multiple ending Consonants”). 
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4. Conclusions and Future Work 
The work reported in the present paper concentrates to the user adapted  Rule-Based stemming algorithm that is 
used in our methodology for building simple but robust stemmers for languages that the development team doesn’t 
speak and doesn’t have knowledge. A previous paper (Karanikolas, 2013) has detailed the data model (for 
persisting the experts’ arguments and the results of each trial stemmer) and the ranking algorithm (used for 
measuring the matching between some trial stemmer’s results and the experts’ arguments). This methodology is the 
result of abstracting the ad hoc approach we have used for building a stemmer for the Albanian language (a 
language we doesn’t speak and doesn’t have knowledge; Karanikolas, 2009). 
Future work includes User defined conditions per suffix. That means that the removal of enabled suffixes will be 
permitted under the condition that the relevant (user defined) suffix conditions are met. Another improvement is to 
use a different “Split Couple” optional condition for every Couple. A further future work should be a practical 
evaluation of the produced stemmer as a constituent of a text retrieval application and with real documents from the 
target language. 
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